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MUSIC STUFF

Scott & Caitlin Andrews,
missionaries called by God
to engage and administer
Grace to the people of the
Czech Republic who have
dismissed Jesus Christ as
irrelevant to 21st-century life.

CONCERTS, RECORDS, ARRANGEMENT
It’s been a busy couple of months for us in many aspects of
our ministry, but none more so than in Scott’s musical
activities. As you may recall from past Czech-Ups, he’s been
playing bass in two different groups: Lucy4Music (an urban/
R&B-style gospel band) and Nenadarmo (an alternative
acoustic worship band). Lucy4Music has been getting more
and more offers to plays concerts, cafés, and festivals, and in
May went into the studio to record four of their original
songs. These songs are currently in the final mixing stages,
and will be made freely available on YouTube and elsewhere
once they’ve been professionally mastered. Nenadarmo is
also preparing to record an album later this summer in
Moravia, but the biggest accomplishment they’ve made of
late was opening for Irish worship band Rend Collective at a
Christian festival in early June. With approximately 2,500
people in attendance, it was definitely one of the largest
worship events in the Czech Republic. Since the core
members of Nenadarmo will all be heading to other
countries come this fall, it’s wonderful that their years of
hard work could culminate in such a rewarding concert.

For more information about this ministry, click on the Czech
Republic link under the Ministries tab at www.oakbend.org

PRAISES & REQUESTS






In addition to these and other musical activities, Scott was
also invited to write a musical arrangement of a hymn for a
student orchestra of more than 20 instruments plus choir!
His reggae-styled arrangement of “All Hail the Power of
Jesus’ Name” will be rehearsed alongside other new hymn
arrangements at a week-long music camp this summer, with
a concert performance to follow. So much music!!!

Praise God, Caitlin’s mother and stepfather came to visit
us in May, followed by her brother Andrew and his family
in June! Both visits were a great encouragement to us. It
was a blessing to have them with us.
Please pray for the Pardubice Family English Camp, July
1st — 8th; pray that Christ’s love and grace would be
clearly seen and felt by the unbelievers in attendance, and
that He would draw them to Himself through this time.
Also continue to pray that we would rest well during the
summer; much work lies ahead, and it may be too much
for us without some time of refreshing. Thankfully, God is
faithful and gracious; we look forward to enjoying his
provision in this regard.
Below left: Nenadarmo opens for Rend Collective
Below right: Lucy4Music performs at a local festival

For any of you who may want our mailing address here in Prague, here it is:
Soukenická 15
110 00 Praha 1
Česká republika

But please contact us before sending anything, as there may be some special instructions needed!
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ART NARRATION
HELPING STUDIO BUBEC

Above: Scott recording an art exhibition audio guide.

Although our internship with BabyBubec and the Bubec art studio
out in Řeporyje ended about a year ago, we remain in contact and
relationship with Čestmír & Arjana (the Christian artist leading the
studio), and we’re happy to lend them a hand with translation and
document editing when we have time. This summer Studio Bubec
has organized an expansive outdoor exhibition spread across a
whole quarter (as in section, not 1/4) of Prague, with many artists
participating and numerous events planned throughout the season.
As many promotional materials and exhibition commentaries
needed translation, Scott agreed to work with studio staff in
preparing the necessary English texts. The exhibition will also make
use of an audio guide, directing visitors through the various streets,
parks, and squares of the exhibition; in addition to editing the
translated text for guide, Scott also read the narration for the
recording of the audio files, so that English-speaking visitors will be
best able to enjoy the art and not get lost in “The Labyrinth City”.

SUMMER PLANS

ENGLISH CAMP, TEAM CONFERENCE, ETC
This ministry year has been busy indeed, and we’re amazed at how
much God has been doing in, through, and for us. We’re seeing
real growth in the people and ministries around us, and we see
God continuing to challenge and humble us as we move forward in
His service here.

We’ve got quite a lot in store for us, starting with the Pardubice
Family English Camp! This lay-lead ministry launched for the first
time last summer, with the help of short-termers from Highland
Gospel Community Church in Fort Wayne, Indiana and elsewhere.
This year another group from HGCC will be coming, and we’re
excited to travel with them to Moravia to assist in this exciting
As you may recall from past communications, the summers here in new ministry.
Czech make a significant departure from the rest of the ministry
year, as many Czechs take a whole month or more off of work to Later on this summer we’ll also be traveling to Fidenza, Italy,
spend with their families on vacation. Prague becomes a ghost where TEAM will have its All-Europe conference. This conference
town in terms of the Czechs, and fills up with tourists instead. takes place once every three years, and all the TEAM missionaries
Many churches and other ministries restructure their normal ac- across the continent are invited to take part. We’re looking
tivities to both facilitate and accommodate these changes.
forward to catching up with our coworkers elsewhere in Europe.
But that doesn’t mean that nothing happens over the summer!

We’ll also be getting a little much-needed rest this summer, and
spending time preparing for the upcoming ministry year. There’s a
lot in the works for the fall, so there’s much to read, ponder,
discuss, plan, and pray about!

FOCAL VERSE
“Conform no longer to the pattern of this present
world, but be transformed by the renewal of your
minds. Then you will be able to discern the will of
God, and to know what is good, acceptable, and perfect.”
[Romans xii:2]
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